We present two methods to probe the energy landscape and motions of proteins in the context of molecular dynamics simulations of the helix-forming S-peptide of RNase A and the RNase A-3'-UMP enzyme-product complex. The first method uses the generalized ergodic measure to compute the rate of conformational space sampling. Using the dynamics of nonbonded forces as a means ofprobing the time scale for ergodicity to be obtained, we argue that even in a relatively short time (<10 psec) several different conformational substates are sampled. At longer times, barriers on the order of a few kcal/mol (1 cal = 4.184 J) are involved in the large-scale motion of proteins. We also present an approximate method for evaluating the distribution of barrier heights g(EB) using the instantaneous normalmode spectra ofa protein. For the S-peptide, we show thatg(EB) is adequately represented by a Poisson distribution. By comparing with previous work on other systems, we suggest that the statistical characteristics of the energy landscape may be a "universal" feature of all proteins.
The dynamics of the internal motions in proteins spanning several decades in time is thought to be a direct consequence of the "complexity" of the underlying energy landscape (1) . The wide distribution of time scales for protein motion and its consequences has been described in the experiments of Frauenfelder and coworkers on ligand binding in heme proteins (2) . Based on the relaxation characteristics over a wide temperature range, they have argued that a single monomeric protein can possess many nearly isoenergetic conformations, which are referred to as conformational substates (1, 2) . The individual substates are believed to be separated by barriers of differing heights. There appears to be a wide distribution of barrier heights ranging from a few hundredths to many kcal/ mol (1 cal = 4.184 J). The existence ofthe multivalley structure of the energy landscape together with the notion of a distribution of barriers has been used to analyze quantitatively the kinetics of binding of small ligands to myoglobin over a wide temperature range (2, 3) . Frauenfelder and coworkers (1, 2) have argued that it is necessary to postulate the existence of conformational substates (CS) in which the CS have structure on several energy and length scales. This idea explains naturally the presence of an array of internal motions in proteins as well as fluctuations on several length scales (1) . The existence of many time scales implies that, in general, relaxation functions should exhibit nonexponential kinetics. In addition, the rate constant for rebinding apparently exhibits marked deviation from the Arrhenius law; nonArrhenius temperature dependence is obtained only when the rebinding constant is examined over a range of temperatures.
Molecular dynamics simulations have also provided some evidence for the existence of conformational substates. Following the analysis of a 300-psec trajectory generated by solving Newton's equation for myoglobin, Elber and Karplus (4, 5) have suggested that there are many thermally accessible minima in the neighborhood of the native structure. Structural differences between distinct CS corresponded to relative orientations of the helices, which seem to be initiated by side-chain rearrangements. The measure used by Elber and Karplus is approximate and simple arguments can be used to show that these authors have overestimated the number of distinct minima explored by myoglobin in 300 psec at room temperature. More recently, a much more ambitious study of the topography ofthe energy landscape in flexible systems has been completed by Czerminski and Elber (6, 7) . They were able to map out the distinct minima in a tetrapeptide and obtain the location of the transition states separating the minima in the small peptide molecule. The protocol used by Czerminski and Elber yields a set of "optimized" reaction pathways separating the minima. Perhaps the most important aspect of their study is that the general features (see below) of the distribution of barrier heights in this small molecule seems to be quite similar to that postulated for a much larger protein molecule-namely, myoglobin (8 
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A and the RNase A-3'-UMP enzyme-inhibitor complex. The protein parameters are based on the version 19 CHARMM parameter set. The inhibitor and histidine parameters were developed separately and will be described elsewhere (J.E.S., C. Lim, and M. Karplus, unpublished data). The dynamics were performed at constant energy using a modified version 20 of the CHARMM simulation program (10) .
As emphasized in the Introduction, the generic feature of the complex energy landscape that dictates protein dynamics is the multivalley structure with a rather wide spectrum of barrier heights. A question of interest is to obtain the time scales for the transition between different conformational substates that are being sampled in a given observation time.
Let us assume that there are two distinct CS labeled a and , ( separated by an effective free energy of activation AFR. Conformations belonging to a and (3 would mix only if in the process of time evolution the molecule makes a transition from a to (. Such an activated transition requires times on the order of Toexp(AF* /kBT), where T0 is typically on the order ofa vibrational period. Therefore, to assess whether there are distinct minima separated by barriers, it is necessary to follow the time development of two trajectories starting from independent initial conditions. Let 1 rt faN(t) = -fdsFN(s) [1] t be the time average of the force due to the nonbonded potential experienced by the ith atom. Superscript a indicates that the starting conformation maps onto CS a. Similarly, let f iN(t) be the time averaged nonbonded force whose initial configuration maps onto CS (. Since the initial conformations have to be independent, sufficient care must be used to generate them in any numerical computation. The force metric dFN(t) is defined as
The properties of dFN(t) are easy to discuss. 
[3]
The parameter DFN (analogous to the maximal Lyapunov exponent) gives the temperature-dependent rate at which the conformational space is being explored. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have calculated the nonbonded force metric at several temperatures for the enzyme-product complex by using a number of molecular dynamics trajectories. The reason for computing dFN(t) is the following: proteins adopt welldefined three-dimensional structures because residues far apart in the protein (nonbonded residues) would prefer to be close in the configuration space. Thus, the initiation of folding is determined by the time scale required for establishing the nonbonded contacts (19) . The relaxation of nonbonded forces, probed by dFN(t) for times on the order of 100 psec, can yield useful insights into the dynamics of early events in the establishment of these contacts. Fig. 1 shows a plot of dFN(t) as a function of time for the enzyme-product complex at several temperatures. Initial configurations for the a and 83 states were taken as endpoints of a 50-psec trajectory at a higher temperature. This figure shows that there is a rapid initial convergence followed by a slow, long time decay. We have analyzed the initial decay that occurs at times less than -10 psec. This analysis shows that there is a spectrum of relaxation times as indicated by the presence of several distinct slopes in the plot of the reciprocal of dFN(t).
This shows that even in the 10-psec regime the protein samples several different CS that are separated by small barriers. These CS would correspond to the substructure in the tier organization of substates proposed by Frauenfelder et al. (2) . The short time exploration of substates is due to the peptide exploring an essentially local harmonic potential minimum and the relatively constant interactions along the main chain, which are nearly independent of the peptide conformation.
For times greater than =15 psec (see Fig. 1 ), we notice a rather slow decay in dFN(t). Because dFN(t) probes the dynamics of two independent trajectories that map onto distinct CS, this implies that there is a bottleneck that is overcome only on time scales greater than those explored by our simulations. This is suggestive of the existence of an organization of CS into tiers of minima separated by barriers of increasing height. The exploration of various substates depends on the temperature, and this is illustrated by analyzing dFN(t) in terms of the properties of the individual trajectories. The decomposition of the force metric into fluctuation metric and the cross terms provides an interesting contrast between the low-and high-temperature dynamics. We find that at 40 K the independent trajectories are frozen into a particular CS and fluctuate about the average structure without making any significant dihedral angle transitions. This implies that the initial conditions for the two trajectories reside in separate CS and transitions between these and other substates occur on a much longer time scale than explored by our simulations. On the other hand, at 300 K we find that the two trajectories mix and the barriers between the CS can indeed be overcome on time scales on the order of 75 psec. As a quantitative estimate ofthe average barriers between the CS that are sampled, we have computed the temperature dependence of DFN(T) using the scaling relation given in Eq. 3. The average effective barrier height can be estimated from the relation Toexp(AF*/kBT) = DFN. If T0 is taken to be =1 psec we estimate AF* to be 2.2-3.5 kcal/mol. These values fall in the range of activation energies computed by Czerminski and Elber for model peptides (7) .
The results for the force metric can also be used to show that the long time relaxation in the protein is strongly tied to infrequent events such as dihedral angle relaxation (unpublished data). To further explore the nature of the relaxation process, we have computed the distribution ofbarrier heights g(EB) for the S-peptide by calculating the instantaneous normal-mode spectrum for eight temperatures ranging from 40 K to 500 K. At low temperatures, the eigenfrequencies are real and the density of states agrees with the 0 K normalmode spectrum. As the temperature is increased, the number of imaginary eigenfrequencies (corresponding to unstable modes) increases and the center of the imaginary lobe of the spectrum shifts to higher values. Fig. 2 shows the fraction of unstable modesfu(T) computed as a function of temperature.
The fraction ofunstable modes is zero at 0 K and quickly rises through 100 K, at which there is a break leading to a weaker slope through higher temperatures.
The behavior offu(T) can be interpreted in terms of the model leading to Eqs. [4] [5] [6] . A large number of modes in the peptide will remain stable even at the highest temperature. Other modes, such as those localized in dihedral angle space and the low frequency, continuum-like global fluctuations, are imagined to move over a roughly periodic potential with barriers distributed according to g(EB). Physically show the distribution of adiabatic barrier heights calculated directly for the tetrapeptide Ala-Val-Ala-Ala by Choi and Elber (20) .
The calculations presented here show the importance of the CS picture in the dynamics of proteins. The major observation is that even on relatively short time scales there are several CS that are explored, which implies the existence of small barrier heights (a few hundredths kcal/mol). The behavior of dFN(t) at the longest time examined here shows that barriers on the order of 2-3 kcal/mol are encountered. These results together with the normal-mode analysis for determination of g(EB) show that the statistical characteristics of the energy landscape responsible for the complex dynamics in proteins are manifested in the presence of a wide distribution of activation barriers. The results presented here, when combined with similar previous theoretical findings on model peptides (6, 7) and experimental studies on heme proteins (8) , can be used to assert that the Poisson distribution for g(EB), which is one of the characteristics of a complex energy landscape, may be a "universal" aspect of all proteins. The range of barrier heights may in fact be necessary for the flexibility and enzymatic function of proteins and nucleic acids.
